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With the number of nodes increasing in scale, the requirements of storage space enlarge sharply in distributed storage systems.
Failure-tolerance schemes such as Reed–Solomon codes (RS codes in short) and Cauchy Reed–Solomon codes (CRS codes in
short) are used to save storage space. However, these failure-tolerance schemes severely degrade the system performance. In this
paper, we propose optimal RS codes (OptRS codes in short) based on RS codes and CRS codes that can oﬀer better performance
for encoding and decoding as well as maximizing the utilization of storage space. OptRS codes can speed up the matrix
computation which is regarded as the most important factor to impact the eﬃciency of coding by transferring the matrix
computation from the Galois ﬁeld mapping to the XOR operation. OptRS codes employ an algorithm called row elimination
scheme (RE scheme in short), which can eliminate the same XOR operation to minimize the number of XOR operations. We
analyze optimal matrices (OM in short) in theory, which prove the optimal performance of OptRS codes over the Galois ﬁeld. Our
method is implemented on the top of the distributed storage system, and code parameters were carefully chosen. The test result
shows that OptRS codes can improve the performance in diﬀerent data block numbers, parity block numbers, block size, normal
reading, and degraded reading, compared with RS codes and CRS codes.

1. Introduction
The data become increasingly important to people with
expanding in distributed storage systems as data center scale
[1–3]. Whether it is for individuals or for companies, data
corruption or even loss will cause unpredictable losses. In
this case, the reliability is the ﬁrst factor for us to consider
when choosing a storage system. Replication technology and
erase codes have blossomed in recent years.
The traditional distributed storage systems have already
employed three-way replications to ensure failure tolerance,
such as Amazon S3 [4], HDFS [5], GFS [6], which can
tolerate two nodes failed at the same time. Erasure codes can
tolerate more failures through diﬀerent parity parameter
conﬁgurations. A class of erasure codes known as maximum
distance separable (MDS) codes, such as RS codes [7] and

CRS codes [8], which can provide the same reliability as
four-way replications, ﬁve-way replications, or even moreway replications through setting the suitable parity value as
four, ﬁve, or other numbers. If erasure codes provide the
same level of failure tolerance as replication technology, they
can bring minimal storage overhead. For example, it is
reported that RS codes have been used in Facebook [9] to
reduce storage overhead of 1.4x. As a comparison, the
original three-way replication costs the storage overhead of
3x. This is the reason why large-scale distributed storage
systems begin to focus on erasure codes instead of
replication.
It is important for these distributed storage systems to be
highly eﬃcient so that they incur low cost in diﬀerent
utilizations, such as mobile terminals, internet of things, and
cloud computing. Compared with replication technology,
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the disadvantage of the traditional MDS codes is their high
writing and repair cost. Replication has much lower writing
cost. When writing data, the same original data are simply
replicated and written to multiple nodes. In comparison,
erasure codes have a much higher writing cost due to extra
complicated encoding process. The original data should be
cut to many blocks and encoded in MDS codes. After
encoding, the data in original blocks and parity blocks will be
sent to the diﬀerent nodes for load balancing. Replication
has a much lower repair cost. If a node fails, an exact copy of
lost data can be simply read from one of its available replicas
directly. In contrast, erasure codes have much higher repair
cost. If a node fails, all the user data and redundancy data
within a coding group should be read from surviving nodes,
and the lost data are reconstructed through the complex
decoding process. It requires a large amount of read data and
high computation cost during the decoding, which result in a
higher repair cost compared with the replication. The high
writing and repair cost induced by complex encoding and
decoding severely degrade the system performance, which
are the main drawbacks of conventional erasure codes.
Actually, a lot of research has been proposed on improving the performance of RS codes and CRS codes over
the Galois ﬁeld. Plank et al. [10] have used fast Galois ﬁeld
arithmetic using Intel SIMD instructions. In [11], an algorithm is proposed to generate good matrices. A new C/C++
language library is developed for the convenience of researchers [12]. We continue to study on the basis of our
predecessors. This paper presents OptRS codes that extend
the theoretical construction in RS codes and CRS codes.
Firstly, we observe that the numbers of XOR are the most
important role in studying the regular pattern of RS codes
and CRS codes over the Galois ﬁeld. The higher the performance of encoding and decoding in RS codes and CRS
codes is, the less number of XOR operations is. Secondly, we
have developed the RE scheme constructed by eliminating
redundant rows from the analysis of the related rows. It can
improve the system performance by decreasing the computation cost in the encoding and decoding process.
We make the following key contributions in this work:
(i) We have developed OptRS codes which eliminate
the unit matrix of conventional RS/CRS codes.
OptRS codes retain the characteristics of CRS codes
to use fast arithmetic over the Galois ﬁeld.
(ii) We have proposed a RE scheme to noticeably reduce the number of XOR operations and improve
the encoding/decoding speed. The RE scheme has
been used in the computation to get the coded
values in OptRS codes. It can decrease the numbers
of XOR and improve the encoding and decoding
speed.
(iii) We have presented theoretical analysis to prove that
OptRS codes can produce optimal matrices over the
Galois ﬁeld. The algorithms are implemented to
validate their performance. The results show that the
coding eﬃciency is higher than using CRS codes
and RS codes averagely.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the background and motivation. We
describe the details of our coding method in Section 3.
Section 4 presents the matrix computation performance
analysis in Galois ﬁeld theoretically. The architecture of the
system is introduced in Section 5. The experimental evaluation and results are shown in Section 6. Section 7 introduces the related works. The conclusions are made in
Section 8.

2. Background and Motivation
Erasure codes can save storage space as an alternative to
replication in storage systems. An erasure code system is
usually expressed by the symbol [n, k], in which n means the
total block numbers and k means data block numbers. We
can calculate that the parity block numbers are n − k, which
are always denoted as m in some place. There are two situations to store the data. One is set n coded data into n
blocks without distinguishing between data block or parity
block; the other one is that special k blocks are set original
data and n − k blocks are parity data. No matter how to store
data, the storage overhead of an erasure code is deﬁned by
1 − k/n. We calculate erasure codes over the Galois ﬁeld
commonly. There is a third parameter w, which means the
numbers of bits in a block. For example, the size of the ﬁeld is
assumed size O(28 ) so that each block can be represented by
a byte.
2.1. RS Codes. RS codes are the encoding methods that can
satisfy the number of arbitrary data disks k and the number
of parity disks m, which are theoretically the most excellent
fault tolerance. After long-term development, RS codes have
a relatively complete theoretical foundation. The encoding
methods perform standard bit arithmetic (addition is XOR
and multiplication is bitwise AND) of corresponding elements over the Galois ﬁeld GF(2w ), which belong to horizontal codes. The generator matrix used in RS codes is a
Vandermonde matrix, so that RS codes are also called the
Vandermonde codes.
The Vandermonde matrix is used as the generator matrix
to obtain parity data. Now, let us assume that the input data
are denoted D1 to Dk and the generated parity data are
denoted C1 to Cm . The parity data of RS codes are obtained
by multiplying user-deﬁned parity matrix and the original
data. The relationship between the original data and the
parity data can be described as follows:
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In order to better represent the data stored on the disk,
the coding matrix equation is usually expressed as follows:
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It can be found that this generator matrix denoted as G is
a combination of a unit matrix and a Vandermonde matrix.
If we want to get the encoded data directly, we can put the
parity matrix and a unit matrix in a generator matrix and
multiply the original data matrix denoted as D to get the
matrix containing the original data and the parity data. For
easy explanation, the obtained matrix is denoted as E. If we
think about this in the traditional RAID idea, the encoded
result is all the data that a stripe needs to store.
We have already made it clear that the encoding process is
very regular. The next step is how to perform the decoding
operation. When some data cannot be read in the stored data
D1 to Dn and C1 to Cm , how can we recover the original data
correctly? Assuming m data blocks are lost, the m rows corresponding to the data blocks can be deleted in the generator
matrices G and the obtained matrices E. From the mathematical principle, the lost data can be recovered by multiplying
the surplus valid data by the inverse matrix of the generator
matrix. It means we can obtain a new generation matrix
denoted as G2 with k rows and k columns, which is the same as
a result matrix denoted as E2 with one row and n columns.
Since the generator matrix has a combination of a Vandermonde matrix and a unit matrix, any n row subset of the matrix
G can be guaranteed to be linearly independent. Therefore, the
data can be recovered by the inverse matrix product of G2 and
E2 . The Cauchy decoding equation is described as follows:
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From a mathematical point of view, the RAID5 and
RAID6 algorithms we use today are just a subset of the

Vandermonde matrix algorithm. When there is only one
redundant data, it degenerate into a RAID5 algorithm. In the
real ﬁeld, only the input data need to be accumulated to
obtain the parity codes. The coding operations are placed
over the Galois ﬁeld in order to simplify the computational
complexity so that the addition operations become an XOR
logic operation. When there are two redundant data, the
Vandermonde matrix degenerates into a RAID6 algorithm,
and it can also be operated over the Galois ﬁeld by looking
up the logarithm table and doing XOR operations.
In order to convert this multiplication into a simple XOR
operation, a log/antilog operation is introduced. We know
that multiplication can be converted to addition by logarithmic operations. This feature is used by RAID codes. For
example, the operation of matrix multiplication A ∗ B can be
converted as the following equation:
A ∗ B � C,
⟹logAg + logBg � logCg ,
⟹C � g

logAg +logBg

(4)
.

Therefore, the operation process of matrix multiplication
A ∗ B can be decomposed into the following four steps:
Step
Step
Step
Step

1.
2.
3.
4.

Get
Get
Get
Get

A1 (the value of log A ) by logarithm table
B1 (the value of log B ) by logarithm table
C1 by XOR logical operation A1 and B1
C from C1 by antilog table

All coding operations of RAID can be converted into
XOR operations through the aforementioned method,
which can improve I/O eﬃciency greatly.
From this perspective, the erasure code method based on
the Vandermonde matrix is an extension of the traditional
RAID5/RAID6 algorithm. In the implementation process,
multiplication, division, addition, and subtraction operations can also be performed over the Galois ﬁeld. In order to
implement a faster algorithm, it is necessary to construct two
logarithmic tables and an antilog table and complete
encoding and decoding operations through table lookup and
XOR operation quickly.
It is relatively simple to encode and decode based on the
Vandermonde matrix, which can be regarded as an extension of the RAID5/RAID6 algorithm. But the main drawback is the algorithm complexity still relatively being high.
The coding complexity is O(mk), where m is the number of
parity data and k is the number of the original data. The
decoding complexity is O(k3 ), which is very high.
2.2. CRS Codes. Using the Vandermonde matrix as the
coding matrix, the biggest problem is that the complexity of
the algorithm is too high so that it will still aﬀect I/O
performance and increase I/O latency. We should try to ﬁnd
another matrix for the erasure code used widely to ﬁnd a
more reasonable coding matrix and reduce the algorithm
complexity. CRS codes are based on the Cauchy matrix
developed, which have presented two important performance improvements.
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The ﬁrst is using the Cauchy matrix instead of the
Vandermonde matrix. Since the complexity of the Vandermonde matrix inversion operation is O(n3 ), the complexity of the Cauchy matrix inversion operation is only
O(n2 ). The use of the Cauchy matrix can reduce the
computational complexity of decoding. The second is the use
of binary matrix over the Galois ﬁeld to improve the operation eﬃciency, which can greatly reduce the computational complexity by converting the multiplication into XOR
operation directly.
The elements in the Cauchy matrix can be described as
M(1/(Xi + Yj )). Both Xi and Yj are elements of the Galois
ﬁeld GF(2W ). There are two characteristics in the Cauchy
matrix. First, any submatrix is a singular matrix which has an
inverse matrix. Second, the inverse operation of the Cauchy
matrix over the Galois ﬁeld can be completed in the computational complexity O(n2 ).
The encoding process is the same as that of RS codes,
except that the Vandermonde matrix is replaced by a Cauchy
matrix. It is a series of multiplication and addition operations over the Galois ﬁeld, which is described as follows:
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Step 1. Select the remaining valid data blocks to form a
decoded column vector. For example, if d1 and d3 data
blocks are damaged, the remaining data d0 , d2 , c0 , and
c2 can be selected as the decoded column vector.
Step 2. Extract the row corresponding to the decoded
column vector in the generator matrix G to form a
square of the matrix G′ . The inverse matrix of the
matrix is the decoding generator matrix inv(G′ ).
Step 3. The lost data d1 and d3 can be obtained by
multiplying the matrix inv(G′ ) and the decoded column vector.
The Cauchy decoding process is the same as that of the
encoding so that we will not describe in detail.
From the perspective of the whole process, the matrix
inversion process has the largest computational overhead.
The decoding process is the same as the Vandermonde
matrix coding, but the inverse of the Cauchy matrix is less
complex than the Vandermonde matrix so that it has better
performance. The largest computational amount of the
Cauchy code is multiplication and addition in the encoding
and decoding process. In Vandermonde coding, we can
convert the multiplication into an addition using the log/
antilog table and the addition into an XOR operation over
the Galois ﬁeld; however, we should think about other
methods in Cauchy coding.

3. The Proposed Scheme of OptRS Codes
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When any data element d(i) is damaged, data recovery is
required through the decoding process. The data decoding
process can be divided into the following steps:

3.1. Encoding Process Optimization. In order to reduce the
complexity of multiplication, the Cauchy codes can use the
principle of binary matrix representation in elements of the
ﬁnite ﬁeld. It converts addition, bitwise AND, and multiplication into XOR logic operation over the Galois ﬁeld. It
also improves the decoding eﬃciency.
From a mathematical point of view, in the ﬁnite ﬁeld of
the Galois ﬁeld, any element over GF(2W ) can be mapped to
the GF(2) binary ﬁeld, and a binary matrix is used to
represent GF(2W ). For example, an element over GF(23 ) can
be represented as a binary matrix over GF(2). We show
M(e) for each element e over GF(23 ) in Figure 1. From the
ﬁgure, we can see that black squares indicate logic one and
white squares indicate logic zero.
Through this conversion, the array in GF(2W ) can be
converted into a binary array over GF(2). Firstly, we consider the situation over GF(23 ), and the array conversion of
the generated matrix is expressed as Figure 2. The generator
matrix over the Galois ﬁeld GF(2W ) is k ∗ (k + m), which is
transformed into the Galois ﬁeld GF(2) and becomes the
(w ∗ k) ∗ (w ∗ (k + m)) binary matrix. An important
property of these projections is that using standard bit
arithmetic (addition is XOR, multiplication is bitwise AND),
M(e1 ) ∗ M(e2 ) � M(e1 e2 ), which can greatly reduce the
computational complexity. Compared with the log/antilog
method mentioned in Vandermonde codes, this method
does not need to construct a log/antilog table.
In order to make the XOR operation more eﬃcient, the
packet size should be an integer multiple of the machine word
length. The size of the strip is therefore equal to w times the size
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Figure 1: The transformation of the generated matrix to a binary matrix when w is 3.
w∗k

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
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1

w ∗ (k + m)

k+m

k

f0,0 f0,1 f0,2 f0,3
f1,0 f1,1 f1,2 f1,3
fm,0 fm,1 fm,2 fm,3

Figure 2: The transformation of the generated matrix to a binary
matrix when w is 3.

of the packet. In this way, w is not related to the machine word
length and may not be limited to a ﬁxed value of 8, 16, 32, 64. It
may be selected in any value, which only needs to satisfy n ≤ 2w.
The encoding operation can be expressed after adopting
this conversion method. We partition each storage block’s
entire data space into w packets, where each packet’s size
(B/w bytes) must be a multiple of the machine’s word size.
3.2. Performance Inﬂuence in OptRS Codes. The Cauchy
matrix used in the CRS code has better performance than the
Vandermonde matrix used in the RS code. The reason is the
inverse exists in the Cauchy matrix in the O(n2 ) time which
can bring better property of encoding and decoding. We
have found that the performance is related to the number of
binary code one in the matrix. The more numbers of one are,
the higher the performance of the code is. Furthermore, it
can be further optimized by matrix transformation in the
process of implementing CRS codes.
The matrix can be obtained with higher eﬃciency by
transforming the coding operation. The basic assumption in
GF(2W ) is that let w be equal to 3, while k is the number of
data blocks and m is the number of the parity blocks.
Let us deﬁne the Cauchy matrix with k rows and n columns.
In this matrix, data with k rows are represented as
X1 , X2 , . . . , Xk , while data in m columns are represented as
Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Ym . The Cauchy matrix can be expressed as follows:
k

n

M(X, Y) �   VXi , Yj .

(6)

i�1 j�1

Let n � 5, k � 2, X � 1, 2, and Y � 0, 3, 4, 5, 6. The ﬁrst n
rows of the matrix constitute a unit matrix and the last k

rows are a Cauchy matrix. We have made a computation
which maps matrix the XOR operation instead of being
conducted over the Galois ﬁeld to improve the speed of the
matrix calculation as the last section introduces. To complete
this computation, it needs the following operations. First,
each data element in GF(2W ) should be expressed as the
form of w rows and w columns. After this transformation,
the original CRS matrix is changed into a binary matrix with
(k + n) ∗ w rows and n ∗ w columns. Accordingly, the
matrix encoding and decoding operations in GF(2) have the
lower computational complexity than in GF(2W ). The whole
matrix transformation is shown in Figure 3.
Moreover, instead of partitioning the data into words of
size 2w, we partition each storage device’s entire data space
into w packets, where each packet’s size (B/w bytes) must be
a multiple of the machine’s word size. Continuing our example from Figure 3, suppose each device holds 3 GB, then
each device Di and Ci will be partitioned into three 1 GB
packets, Di,1 , Di,2 , and Di,3 or Ci,1 , Ci,2 , and Ci,3 . Then, the
encoding and decoding processes may now be implemented
over GF(2) (bit arithmetic) rather than GF(23 ). Figure 4
shows the transformation of the matrix. The unit matrix is
omitted to make the graph concise, retaining only the
Cauchy matrix with k rows and n columns.
The shaded grid is one and the blank one is zero. Because the
transformed matrix is in GF(2), we can use the XOR operation
to compute the encoded values. The value of Ci,j can be computed by Di,j and all XOR of its related columns. For example,
C1,1 � D1,1 ⊕ D2,1 ⊕ D2,2 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D4,2 ⊕ D4,3 ⊕ D5,2 .
(7)
The number of one is 8 in this line, which means there are
eight data packets to do the XOR operations. The number of
XOR operations is the subtracted one from the corresponding number of one, which is 7.
According to the computer method, we can get the
following equation:
C1,1
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
C1,2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ C1,3
⎪
⎪ C2,1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
C2,2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
C2,3

� D1,1 ⊕ D2,1 ⊕ D2,2 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D4,2 ⊕ D4,3 ⊕ D5,2 ,
� D1,2 ⊕ D2,3 ⊕ D3,1 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D5,2 ⊕ D5,3 ,
� D1,3 ⊕ D2,1 ⊕ D3,2 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D4,2 ⊕ D5,1 ⊕ D5,3 ,
� D1,1 ⊕ D1,2 ⊕ D2,1 ⊕ D3,1 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,2 ⊕ D5,1 ⊕ D5,2 ⊕ D5,3 ,
� D1,3 ⊕ D2,2 ⊕ D3,1 ⊕ D3,2 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,2 ⊕ D4,3 ⊕ D5,1 ,
� D1,1 ⊕ D2,3 ⊕ D3,2 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D4,3 ⊕ D5,1 ⊕ D5,2 .

(8)
The number of one is, respectively, 8, 7, 7, 9, 8, 8 in each
line, and the number of XOR operations corresponds to
7, 6, 6, 8, 7, 7. We can conclude that the total numbers of the
XOR matrix are 41, which is the number of calculating XOR
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Bitmatrix

Original data

Encoded data

Figure 3: The whole matrix transformation of the CRS encoding
process.

Figure 5: When carrying out two adjacent rows elimination
scheme, the two relative rows can eliminate the same XOR operations in the pair of red circle in the matrix encoding operation in
the ﬁrst step.
Table 1: Relative parameters.

8 B/w bits
D1,1

1 bit

D2,1
D2,2

D1

∗

w=3

D3,3
D4,1
D4,2
D4,3
D5,2

C1,1

D2
D3

C1

Parameters
None
Nxor
Pair
Group

Description
The number of one
The number of XOR operations
The relative rows with one in the same column
The original data divided by GF(2w )

=
C2

D4
D5

Figure 4: Matrix encoding operation in CRS codes when n is 5, k is
2, w is 3, X is 1, 2, and Y is 0, 3, 4, 5, 6. The number one is 8 in red
circle, so that the number of XOR operations is 7.

matrix when n is 5, k is 2, and w is 3. In order to improve the
encoding performance, we consider how to minimize the
numbers of XOR.
3.3. Two-Row Elimination Scheme. The overhead of XOR
operations is a big partial of the system computing, so that
the numbers of calculating the XOR matrix can determine
the computing speed, as well as the system performance. We
develop an elimination scheme to solve this question.
At ﬁrst, we set every two adjacent rows into one pair.
There is the same XOR subset D3,3 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D5,2 in the ﬁrst
pair C1,1 and C1,2 , as we can see the pair of red circle from
Figure 5. We can get
C1,1 � D1,1 ⊕ D2,1 ⊕ D2,2 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D4,2 ⊕ D4,3 ⊕ D5,2 ,
C1,2 � D1,2 ⊕ D2,3 ⊕ D3,1 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D5,2 ⊕ D5,3 .
(9)
For convenience of description, we have summarized the
relative parameters in Table 1.
When calculating the ﬁrst pair C1,1 and C1,2 , we can
reduce two XOR operations. Similarly, the second pair C1,3

and C2,1 has the same XOR subset D4,2 ⊕ D5,1 ⊕ D5,3 , and we
can reduce two XOR operations when calculating them.
There are three XOR operations that can be reduced in
calculating the third pair C2,2 and C2,3 . We can see the pair of
purple circle and green circle from Figure 6(a).
Through the above operation, XOR total numbers have
been decreased to Nxor � 41 − 2 − 2 − 3 � 34. Since all the
schemes are eliminated in two rows, we called it two rows
elimination scheme.
From the scheme mentioned above, we use the rows in
the adjacent rows to eliminate the same operation. Actually,
there is a lot of situation between diﬀerent rows in the two
rows elimination scheme. We select the two rows in the
adjacent groups at this time. A detailed example is shown in
the same matrix. We can see this in Figure 6(b).
There is the same XOR subset D1,1 ⊕ D2,1 ⊕ D3,3 ⊕ D4,2 ⊕
D5,2 in C1,1 and C2,1 . We can reduce four XOR operations
when calculating C1,1 and C2,1 . Similarly, there is the same
XOR subset D3,1 ⊕ D3,3 and D3,2 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D5,1 in C1,2 , C2,2
and C1,3 , C2,3 , which reduces the XOR operation one and two
times, respectively. The total reduced numbers are Nxor �
41 − 4 − 1 − 3 � 34 times, which is equal to the result used by
the two rows elimination scheme mentioned above.
3.4. More than Two Rows Elimination Scheme. Three rows
elimination scheme means that we can eliminate the same
values from three rows. We can see that the group number is
3 from Figure 7.
We can see that there is not the same XOR subset among
C1,1 , C1,2 , and C1,3 , while there is the same XOR subset
D3,3 ⊕ D5,1 in C2,1 , C2,2 , and C2,3 . When calculating C2,1 , C2,2 ,
and C2,3 , the XOR operation can be reduced by 1 ∗ 2 � 2
times which is also the total numbers of reduced XOR.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Two adjacent rows elimination scheme. The two adjacent rows can eliminate the same XOR operations in the pair of diﬀerent
color circles. (b) Two rows elimination scheme in the adjacent groups. The two rows can eliminate the same XOR operations in the pair of
diﬀerent color circles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Three adjacent rows elimination scheme. The three adjacent rows can eliminate the same XOR operations in the pair of
diﬀerent color circles. (b) Three rows elimination scheme in the adjacent groups. The three rows can eliminate the same XOR operations in
the pair of diﬀerent color circles.

From the previous discussion, we can conclude that the
total number of the XOR subset will be more between the
group of C1,1 , C1,2 , and C2,3 that of C2,1 , C2,2 , and C1,3 .
According to the elimination scheme, there is the same XOR
subset D3,3 ⊕ D4,1 ⊕ D5,2 in group C1,1 , C1,2 and D4,2 ⊕ D5,1 in
group C2,1 , C2,2 , and C1,3 . The total XOR numbers have been
reduced by 2 ∗ 2 + 1 ∗ 2 � 6.
We expand the value of w from 3 to i so that we can get
the expanded matrix code conversion schematic diagram in
Figure 8.
Two rows elimination scheme will be shown as follows.
Comparing every two rows to draw the same XOR operations, we set the same XOR term for Pi , in which i means
the serial number of rows. These steps can reduce the
numbers of XOR Pi− 1 times, which is shown in the following equation:
mw/2
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
 p2i− 1 − 1(mw%2 � 1),
⎪
⎪
⎨ i�1
Num � ⎪
(mw− 1)/2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩  p2i− 1 − 1(mw%2 � 0).

(10)

i�1

Synthesizing all of the eliminated situations, we will get
the conclusion.
Inference 1. In the case of GF(2W ), let us suppose data
block number as k and parity block number as m. If there
is the same number of XOR operation in each t line, we
deﬁne the number as Pi , in which i means the serial
number of rows. The total numbers of XOR can be reduced
as

mw/t
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
(t
−
1)
∗
 pti− 1 − 1(mw%t � 0),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
i�1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(mw− 1)/t
⎪
⎪
⎨
Num � ⎪ (t − 1) ∗  p2i− 1 − 1(mw%t � 1),
⎪
i�1
⎪
⎪
......
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(mw− 1)/t
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(t
−
1)
∗
 p2i− 1 − 1(mw%t � t − 1).
⎪
⎩
i�1

(11)
All of the elimination schemes are constituted by two
lines elimination scheme, three lines elimination scheme to
mw lines elimination scheme. At the same time, it includes
hybrid line elimination scheme which means the uncertain
numbers of rows. There are GF(2W ) elimination methods.
Therefore, the elimination problem is an NP-hard problem,
and there is not a best solution. The method proposed in
this paper is the realization of the approximate optimal
solution. We can also eliminate three or more lines at the
same time, but it will cause a reduction of XOR operation
numbers. Although it can be multiplied by the coeﬃcient,
which is the elimination line number k − 1, the achieved
optimization results will be similar with two rows. In
summary, we will use two elimination schemes in the
following tests.
3.5. Row Elimination Scheme Algorithm Flow. Algorithm 1
shows the ﬂow of row elimination scheme algorithm.
Since the row elimination scheme has no relationship with
the encoded data, algorithm 1 can work after the encoding
matrix comes into being. We will show how the row
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Figure 8: The matrix code conversion schematic diagram of the
expanded w.

Require:
The row number in matrix from 1 to kw, i;
The column number in matrix from 1 to mw, i;
The middle result of XOR operations, Multi;
Ensure:
Null;
Require: kw ≥ 0 ∨ mw ≥ 0
(1) i ⟸ 1
(2) j ⟸ 1
(3) while j ≤ km do
(4) while j ≤ kw do
(5)
if Mi,j �� Mi+1,j �� 1 then
(6)
Multi ⟸ Mi,j ⊕ Mi+1,j
(7)
N ⟸ N/2
(8)
else
(9)
j⟸j + 1
(10)
end if
(11) end while
(12) i ⟸ i + 2
(13) end while
ALGORITHM 1: Row elimination scheme algorithm ﬂow.

elimination scheme algorithm ﬂow works according to the
adjacent two rows elimination scheme. The matrix is divided
into diﬀerent groups. Firstly, every adjacent two rows are in
the same group, which will be scanned through parallel
processing. If there is one in adjacent two rows, it will be
recorded into a pair. After scanning the whole group, all the
pairs are recorded and the number of pairs has been calculated.
The number of XOR operations is one less than the number of
pairs. Secondly, we will perform XOR arithmetic operations in
the pairs. After performing XOR arithmetic operations in the
ﬁrst row of the pair, the system will record the value of XOR
arithmetic operations, which can be reused in calculating the
second row of the pair directly. Lastly, we will perform XOR
arithmetic operations which are not in the pairs.

4. The Performance Comparison between CRS
Codes and OptRS Codes
4.1. Enumerating the Matrix When w ≤ 4. In this section, we
will compare the performance between CRS codes and
OptRS codes. At ﬁrst, let us deﬁne some variable. Let o be the

average number of one per row in the distribution matrix.
Then, the number of XORs to produce a word in each coding
packet is equal to o − 1. We deﬁne optimal coding as k − 1
XORs per coding word [13, 14].
When w ≤ 4, we can enumerate all the matrices of CRS
codes and OptRS codes as the arbitrary parameter data block
number k and the parity block number m, which satisﬁed
m + k ≤ 2W . For example, the Cauchy matrix of Figure 4
indeed has the number of one 47. The average number of one
per row o is 47/6 � 7.83. Since that matrix requires 7.83 −
1 � 6.83 XORs per coding word and optimal coding would
require 5 − 1 � 4, its factor is 6.83/4 � 1.71. At the same
time, the OptRS matrix of equation (8) indeed has the
number of one 41. The average number of one per row o is
41/6 � 6.83. Since that matrix requires 6.83 − 1 � 5.83 XORs
per coding word, and optimal coding would require
5 − 1 � 4, its factor is 5.83/4 � 1.46.
From Figure 9, we can see that there are three features
worth mentioning. First, there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
the performance of the minimum and maximum matrices
both for CRS codes and OptRS codes. When k is smaller,
there is a greater variety of possible values in the Cauchy
matrix. But, all the values of CRS codes are bigger than those
of OptRS codes among the minimum and the maximum
values. Second, both the performance of CRS codes and
OptRS codes get worse as k grows because the matrix of CRS
codes and OptRS codes must contain more values from
GF(2W ) when it grows.
According to calculation, we can conclude that the last
feature of the matrix is better when w is bigger and when k is
equal to m. For example, we suppose k � 2, m � 2, and when
w � 2, the minimum matrix of CRS has 10 one, while the
minimum matrix of OptRS codes has 9 one. This means that
CRS codes have 10/4 − 1 � 1.5 XORs per coding word and
OptRS codes have 9/4 − 1 � 1.25 XORs per coding word.
When w � 3, the minimum matrix of CRS codes has 14 one,
while the minimum matrix of OptRS codes has 13 one. This
means that CRS codes have 14/6 − 1 � 1.33 XORs per coding
word and OptRS codes have 13/6 − 1 � 1.17 XORs per
coding word. When w � 4, the minimum matrix of CRS
codes has 18 one, while the minimum matrix of OptRS codes
has 16 one, which means 1.25 and 1 XORs per coding word,
respectively.
4.2. Analyze OptRS Codes When w > 4. When w > 4, it is
impractical to enumerate all the matrices of CRS codes and
OptRS codes to ﬁnd optimal matrices. We expand the value
of w from 4 to i so that we can get the regular pattern of the
relative matrices. Since the less the number of one the
matrix has, the best the performance is. Our purpose is how
to ﬁnd the least number of one in the matrix when in
diﬀerent w.
We call the matrices that it produces optimal matrices
(OM in short) and parameterize OM with k, m, and w.
According to the results when w ≤ 4, we can conclude that
the OM(k, m, w) matrices where k � m are optimal. We are
going to actually prove this below for the given parameter k,
m, and w by mathematical induction.
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Figure 9: Minimum and maximum Cauchy matrices for w ≤ 4 with diﬀerent k and m.

We divide all the OM matrices when w > 4 into three
situations: ﬁrst, OM(k, m, w) when k � m and k is an even
number; second, OM(k, m, w) when k � m and k is an odd
number; third, OM(k, m, w) when m ≥ k.
Theorem 1. OM(k, m, w) when k � m and k is an even
number. We can translate OM(k, m, w) into OM(k, k, w).
Proof. From Figure 9, we can see that OM(2, 2, w) is the best
performance matrix when w ≤ 4. When k > 2 and k is an even
number, we construct OM(k, k, w) from OM(k/2, k/2, w).
For example, we construct OM(6, 6, w) from OM(6/2,
6/2, w), which is described above.
We can prove OM(6/2, 6/2, w). which equals to OM(3,
3, w) is the optimal matrix.
□
Theorem 2. OM(k, m, w) when k � m and k is an odd
number. We can also translate OM(k, m, w) into
OM(k, k, w).
Proof. hen k > 2 and k is an odd number, we construct
OM(k, k, w) from OM(k − 1, k − 1, w), for example, we
construct OM(3, 3, w) from OM(3 + 1, 3 + 1, w), and so on.
Thus, we construct OM(k, k, w) by constructing OM(k +
1, k + 1, w) and deleting the row and column that result in a
minimal weight matrix.
□
Theorem 3. We deﬁne OM(k, m, w), where k! � m to be the
minimum weight super matrix of OM(min(k, m),
min(k, m), w).

Proof. Suppose k > m. One constructs OM(k, m, w) by ﬁrst
constructing OM(m, m, w), then sorting the weights of the
rows that can potentially be added to OM(m, m, w) to create
OM(k, m, w), and then adding the k − m smallest of these
rows. The construction when m ≥ k is analogous, except
columns are added rather than rows. For example,
OM(3, 4, 3) is constructed by adding a column to
OM(3, 3, 3). If k < m, the situation is similar, which will not
be proved in this paper again.
□

5. The Architecture of the Storage System
5.1. The Architecture of the Distributed Storage System. In this
paper, we add erasure codes to the distributed storage system.
The speciﬁc system framework is shown in Figure 10.
The core module in the system is the cluster management
module, which manages all the nodes of the system. It can
read and write data from locating the object in erasure codes
or replicas. If the system nodes fail or there are new nodes
added to the system, it will inform upper level and manage
operations to maintain consistency information among
nodes.
The node management module receives the request from
the gateway and performs the read/write operation
according to the request type. If the requested data is in the
form of erasure codes, they will be encoded and decoded in
the EC module. When it is in writing operation, the EC
module will cut the data and encode them into strips. Part of
the data will be stored in local disks, while other data
fragments and encoded parity values are transmitted to
other nodes through the gateway. If the operation is read, the
situation will be more complicated. The gateway can only
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Figure 10: Architecture of the distributed storage system.

know the location where the data are stored, but the gateway
cannot know whether the data have been damaged or not.
When the node management module reads the data corrupted, it will return a read failure message to the gateway.
The gateway will extract data from the other nodes and
recover the data on the node by encoding rules. After the
data have been recovered, they are passed to the application.

Application
(1)

(6)
Stripes

(2)

(9)

(8)

Erasure matrix

5.2. The Design of the Coding System. The overall architecture
of the storage system is shown in Figure 11. The system has
two storage methods: replication and erasure code. After the
application initiates a read/write request, the local gateway
receives the request and locates the server node where the data
block is located through a consistent hash algorithm. If it is on
another server node, request is forwarded to another node. If
it is on the local node, it will enter the encoding process.
The encoding process is mainly divided into two processes: striping processing of data and encoding/decoding of
data.
Striping of data refers to cutting user data into equalsized blocks of data. Each block of data is called a strip, and
multiple consecutive strips form a stripe. Assuming that the
data block is (D1 , D2 , D3 , . . ., Dk ), the data block is encoded
with an encoding matrix (erasure matrix), and the obtained
parity data block is (P1 , P2 , . . ., Pm ). Both Di and Pi correspond to a strip, where Pi is represented as a parity block.
The k + m strips obtained after the veriﬁcation are, respectively, stored on k + m nodes in the cluster.
When the write operation is performed, after the user
data is stripped and after processing by the encoding matrix,
k + m strips are, respectively, stored to the corresponding
nodes. As shown in step (3) in the ﬁgure, only one strip data
block is stored to the local disk, and the other k + m − 1
strips are stored to other nodes of the system.
The process of reading operations is relatively complicated because it involves data corruption. When the data are
intact, as shown in steps (5) and (6), the corresponding data
block is read from the local disk and other nodes, and the
data are directly stripped and processed to obtain the

Other nodes
(4)

(3)
Local disk

(7)

(5)

(10)
Error data

Local disk

Figure 11: Architecture of the storage system: (1) divide data into
trips; (2) encode operations; (3) write data to local disks; (4) write
data to other nodes; (5) read data from the local disk and succeed;
(6) splicing data; (7) read data from the local disk and fail because
there are error data; (8) read data from other nodes; (9) decode
operations; (10) encode operations and rewrite data to local disks.

original data without decoding operation. However, when
the local data fail, the data blocks and the parity blocks are
read from other nodes at ﬁrst, and then the data blocks and
the parity blocks are decoded by the coding matrix to obtain
the data on the local disk. Then, the data are back-striped
with the data blocks of other nodes to obtain the original
data. Finally, the local data obtained by the decoding operation will be written back to the local disk.

6. Evaluation
We evaluate the erasure coding system along two dimensions, namely, encoding/decoding performance and
read performance. Data are encoded in an erasure-coded
storage system with three schemes, RS codes, CRS codes, and
OptRS codes. The experiments are implemented on a fournode cluster of machines. Each machine is equipped with
Xeon E5606 CPU with 16 GB D D R3 memory and 500 GB
disks, and an Intel Xeon E5 − 2660 CPU with 32 GB memory
and 1T disk is equipped in the server node.
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Figure 12: Encoding and decoding time with diﬀerent parameters. (a) Encoding and decoding time with diﬀerent parity block numbers.
(b) Encoding and decoding time with diﬀerent data block numbers. (c) Encoding and decoding time with diﬀerent block size.

6.1. Encoding and Decoding Performance. The encoding and
decoding time will be determined by diﬀerent numbers of
data blocks k, parity blocks m, as well as the size of blocks s.
We change one of the three parameters at one time and
compare the performance with the baseline.
Firstly, let k � 5, s � 1 MB, and adjust the value of m
from 2 to 8. Secondly, k is changed from 3 to 9, while s �
4 MB and m � 2. The encoding and decoding time is shown
in Figures 12(a) and 12(b).
We can see that the encoding time is in direct proportion
to the block numbers. As we all know, the encoding time is
relative with the computational cost. It takes more time to
calculate with the total number of blocks increasing, which
leads to more encoding time.

When the system is decoding, it will pick up the blocks
which they need and will not distinguish whether the block is
the parity block or the data block. The minimum number of
blocks to pick up is k commonly, which indicates that the
increase in parity block numbers or data block numbers will
not lead to the growth of the decoding time. This rule leads to
the relative stable decoding curve among three schemes.
The overhead of the encoding is larger than that of the
decoding so that the encoding time is more susceptible by
the block numbers. The encoding curve is steeper than the
decoding curve. Since all the blocks need to be ﬁgured in the
encoding operations, the decoding operations only require k
blocks. The more block number to calculate, the less the
performance is.
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Since standard bit arithmetic (addition is XOR and
multiplication is bitwise AND) is used in OptRS codes and
CRS codes, they require lower encoding/decoding time than
RS codes. The reason why OptRS codes have lower
encoding/decoding time than CRS codes is that OptRS codes
adopt the coding optimization and adaptively select diﬀerent
RE schemes. OptRS codes are better than the other schemes
in both the encoding time and the decoding time, which
indicate OptRS codes are more eﬃcient than the others.
At last, we set k � 5, m � 2, and let s range from 1M to
10M, while the results are shown in Figure 12(c). From the
ﬁgure, we can see that the encoding and decoding time
increase with the block size rises because of more data to deal
with. For the same block size, decoding time is less than
encoding performance which is the same reason as the last
two experiments.
Figure 12 shows the encoding and decoding time
among RS codes, CRS codes, and OptRS codes curve with
diﬀerent parameters. The relationship is obviously positive
between encoding/decoding time and data block numbers,
as the same as to the block size. When data block number
increases, encoding/decoding time increases, while the
increment is less than the case when block size increases.
The parity block number is the least inﬂuential one in all
the parameters. Encoding time is more than decoding time
and it ﬂuctuates even more. Since it is more suitable to be
deployed on distributed systems, we should pay more
attention to improve the encoding performance in the
future.
In a word, OptRS codes have a higher encoding and
decoding performance than CRS codes and RS codes in
distributed systems. We can conclude that the encoding
performance of OptRS codes is 36.1% higher on average than
that of CRS codes and 58.2% higher than that of RS codes.

The decoding performance of OptRS codes is 19.3% and
33.1% higher than that of CRS codes and RS codes,
respectively.
6.2. Reading Performance. In the ﬁrst experiment, four
kinds of query sets in diﬀerent sizes are used to test the
normal reading performance with TPC-C benchmark and
1 GB workload. We add three-way replication for comparison, and the results are shown in Figure 13(a). Threeway replication provides a higher reading performance
than erasure codes, while the three erasure codes have the
same reading performance. This is because the three-way
replication keeps three copies of original data, which can
shorten the read latency a lot. But erasure codes only keep
one copy. At the same time, the system’s reading performance beneﬁts from light workloads so that the time of
query1 set is the least.
When one or more blocks are corrupted, the system
enters the degraded reading mode. We compare the
reading time from one-block corrupted, two-block corrupted, and block recovered with a 256 MB workload. The
results are shown in Figure 13(b). The time of one-block
corrupted is lower than that of two-block corrupted and
higher than that of block recovered. The reason why oneblock corrupted has a higher reading performance than
two-block corrupted is that two-block corrupted needs
more time to reconstruct the data. After all the data are
recovered, the system reading performance becomes
normal. OptRS codes have good enough decoding performance to recover most corrupted data blocks before
users read them so that the degraded reading performance
could be much better than that of RS codes and CRS codes
in the ﬁrst two situations.
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7. Related Works
Nowadays, many international companies have applied
erasure codes to save storage costs in their distributed
storage systems, such as Google [15], IOM [16], and Facebook [17]. The problem of eﬃcient node repair has already
been studied and most solutions proposed have used MDS
codes, which can recover from any n − k nodes. MDS codes
have the smallest storage overhead n/k when k is ﬁxed and
are the popular family of codes in distributed storage
systems.
A big family MDS codes are RS codes, which can reach
higher reliability than RAID so that they are popular in
many ﬁelds.
However, the solutions usually have common disadvantages: high recovery cost. A lot of methods have been
proposed to decrease this. Rashmi et al. [18] have developed
Hitchhiker, a novel encoding and decoding technique that
reduces both network traﬃc and disk I/O a lot during reconstruction. At the same time, Hitchhiker can reduce the
latency of degraded reads and perform faster recovery from
failed or decommissioned machines. Khan et al. [19] have
presented an algorithm that found the optimal number of
codeword symbols needed for recovery for any XOR-based
erasure code and produced recovery schedules that use a
minimum amount of data. They also demonstrated that the
diﬀerences improve I/O performance in practice for the
large block sizes used in cloud ﬁle systems.
Our team has done a lot of research already [20]. We
have presented a storage system based on random network
coding that optimizes resources consumed during reconstruction in [21]. The data were only functional reconstructed to the failed data so that the system needed to read
the least data to reconstruct when data loss. Robot [22] is a
solution based on coding technologies in the big data system
that stores a lot of cold data. By studying Reed–Solomon
coding technologies and big data systems, robot can not only
maintain the system reliability but also improve the security
and the utilization of storage systems.
Besides RS codes, there are many other popular code
families in distributed storage systems, such as LRC [23] and
minimum storage regeneration (MSR code in short) [24].
In [25], LRC has been used to store warm data and to
store cold data based on the access characteristics of the data
in distributed storage systems. At the same time, an RS code
is used to store cold data after optimizing for storage
overhead to reduce the storage burden. Mingyuan Xia et al.
[26] have invented a new erasure-coded storage system that
instead uses two diﬀerent erasure codes and dynamically
adapts to workload changes. It used a fast code to optimize
for recovery performance and a compact code to reduce the
storage overhead. A novel conversion mechanism was used
to eﬃciently upcode and downcode data blocks between fast
and compact codes. HACFS design techniques were generic
and successfully applied to two diﬀerent code families:
product and LRC codes.
MSR code is now more popular because it has the
smallest possible repair bandwidth in MDS codes. It acts
as a superior alternative to RS codes and other codes.
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Assuming there are a bytes in each failed node, MSR code
introduces an arbitrarily chosen subset of d helper nodes.
Comparing the traditional MDS code, the total amount db
of bytes downloaded is typically much smaller than the
total amount ka bytes of data stored in k nodes. KV
Rashmi et al. [27] built MSR code into consideration as a
superior alternative to RS codes. MSR code can minimize
network transfers during reconstruction while guaranteeing reliability. They can also be simultaneously optimal
in terms of I/O, storage, and network bandwidth. In [28],
MSR code has been used to repair invalid nodes and
adding new nodes suggests in single- and multiple-node
storage situations. The two processes can be uniﬁed in
both concurrent and sequential for constructing multiple
nodes.
The Butterﬂy code [29] has been implemented and
experimentally validated the theoretically proven beneﬁts
of reduced data download for node repair. However, the
test results told that the interaction between diﬀerent
distributed system layers had a signiﬁcant impact on the
code repair performance. HTECs [30] have been invented
to provide the lowest data-read, data-transfer, and repair
time when the repair process was linear and parallel.
HTECs can permit ﬂexibility at the expense of repair
bandwidth.
MSR and the bandwidth optimization will be integrated
into OptRS code frameworks after inspiring some ideas in
our future works.

8. Conclusion
Erasure codes bring the low storage overhead in distributed
storage systems meanwhile they take many performance
problems. Focusing on this, we have proposed OptRS codes
that extend the theoretical construction with practical
considerations that lead directly to implementation. OptRS
codes can optimize matrix calculation by mapping the
calculation of the matrix into the XOR operation, which
improves the performance of encoding and decoding
greatly. Two rows and three rows elimination schemes can
decrease the times of XOR operations theoretically, and test
result shows that the eﬀect is good. It is our belief that OptRS
codes are well poised to make the leap from theory to
practice.
We believe our OptRS codes are a ﬁrst step towards
improving the performance of storage systems. Several
challenges remain as future work, such as reducing the
decoding time further and integrating OptRS codes into
HDFS. Since MSR code is more and more popular, we will
consider doing some work on it.
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